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In our review of the Rio Grande WAM for Region F, we identified two issues with the modeling of water
rights associated with San Solomon Springs, Griffin Springs and Lake Balmorhea:
•

•

Water rights located at the springs did not have access to spring flows. In the Rio Grande WAM,
San Solomon and Griffin Springs are aggregated together, with the flows from the springs
entered as “flow adjustments”. Several water rights associated with these springs are located at
the control point where the spring flow is added to the naturalized flows. Because of the way
these were modeled in the WAM, the flow adjustments were not being added at the control
point where the spring flows entered the system – they were only being added to downstream
flows. As a result, the water rights at the springs, which according to their water rights can
make use of flows from these springs, never had access to these flows.
Calls on spring flows by water rights on the Pecos River. Availability of spring flow was being
impacted by several large diversions on the main stem of the Pecos River associated with the
Red Bluff Irrigation District. In the WAM, these are modeled as run-of-the-river diversions that
are backed up by releases from Red Bluff Reservoir. In actual operation, these water rights are
dependent on releases from Red Bluff Reservoir and do not use or make calls on spring flow
from San Solomon or Griffin Springs. Also, it is likely that a priority call on spring flow would be
considered a futile call since almost all of the water would be lost before it reached the Red
Bluff Irrigation District diversions.

For the 2021 Region F Water Plan, it is requested to make the following changes to the Rio Grande WAM
to address the above concerns:
•
•

•

Modify the option used to apply flows from the flow adjustment file so that water rights located
at the springs have access to the flows. This is a correction to an error in the WAM.
Modify the WAM to direct excess flows (flows not diverted directly from the creek) to Lake
Balmorhea for storage in accordance with the Lake Balmorhea water right. The storage would
then be modeled as backup for the run of river diversions.
Model the Toyah Creek watershed to reflect actual operations and address potential futile calls.

Region F proposes to determine the firm and safe yields of Lake Balmorhea and Red Bluff Reservoir and
the reliable supply for run-of-river rights using the modified Rio Grande WAM.

